AN AUTHENTIC VILLAGE RETREAT IN AN EXCLUSIVE SETTING
Accommodation

**DORIAN SUITE** (±50sq.m./430sq.ft)
One-bedroom suite with The Luxury Collection bed, separate or adjoining living area, spacious bathroom with rain shower and bathtub, terrace or patio. Can be interconnected to the same room type.

**AEGEAN SUITE** (±60sq.m./650sq.ft)
One-bedroom suite with The Luxury Collection bed, separate or adjoining living area and bathroom with rain shower and bathtub, terrace or patio with outdoor jacuzzi. Can be interconnected to the same room type.

**ATHENIAN SUITE** (±75sq.m./810sq.ft)
Two-bedroom suite with The Luxury Collection beds, two en-suite bathrooms with rain shower and bathtub, living area and terrace. Ideal for families.

**OLYMPIAN VILLA** (±75sq.m./810sq.ft)
One-bedroom villa with The Luxury Collection bed, airy living area, bathroom with rain shower and bathtub, patio with outdoor pool, open-air jacuzzi and view to the outlying vineyards and sea in the distance. Can be interconnected to the same room type.

**PRESIDENTIAL VILLA** (150sq.m./1620sq.ft)
Independent villa with three bedrooms featuring The Luxury Collection beds, walk-in closets and en-suite bathrooms with hydromassage bathtubs, living and dining area, fully equipped kitchen. Private pool in the patio and open-air jacuzzi and dining area in the terrace.

**NAFSIKA ESTATE** (350 sq.m./3770sq.ft)
A three-minute drive from Vedema Resort, nestled in alluring exclusivity, sits Nafsika Estate, a majestic five-bedroom villa. Enjoying memorable sunsets over Santorini’s spectacular Caldera and grand volcano, the Estate has ample outdoor space, featuring a large pool, jacuzzi and helipad, while it comes complete with staff, including an executive chef and butler.

Tucked away within the medieval village of Megalohori, the enchanting Vedema, a Luxury Collection Resort, has evolved from a 400-year-old winery into an authentic, Cycladic styled property.

**Location**

Located on the western side of the island of Santorini, Vedema Resort is encircled by a traditional stone wall and surrounded by emerald vineyards, in an intimate setting just 7 km from Santorini’s airport and 5 km from the port.
Architecture & Design

Vedema is inspired by the 400-year-old winery that has been seamlessly integrated into the heart of the resort, incorporating the sensitively restored ancient cellars. Sunken pathways guide the way to the subterranean cave restaurant, the well-stocked wine cellar, the fully-equipped fitness center and the world-class Asian Spa.

A stylish, family-friendly resort, Vedema houses 46 spacious suites and villas, all with their own terraces or patios and many with private jacuzzis or pools. The complex of rooms has been traditionally handcrafted to reflect the warmth and sophistication befitting the island. Interiors have been thoughtfully styled by integrating the fresh, angular lines of Cycladic architecture with furnishings that offer sumptuous living and exclusive artwork.

Hotel Facilities

THE MAIN POOL
Nestled among the lush gardens of Vedema’s grounds, the sparkling pool is ideal for guests wishing to rest and recharge, dip in the refreshing waters, bask in the bright island sun or lounge at the adjacent pool bar.

THE OPEN-AIR JACUZZI
The body relaxes in the warm jacuzzi temperatures, under the shade of olive trees and bougainvilleas, while beverages and snacks from the jacuzzi bar delight and complete the tranquil atmosphere.

THE ASIAN SPA
The Asian Spa at Vedema Resort features a wide array of traditional therapies - with a twist - all aiming to stimulate, rebalance and rejuvenate, in surroundings of soothing Cycladic minimalism.

VEDEMA’S CONCIERGE
Santorini offers the global traveler fascinating insights into the history, traditions and customs of the islanders. Whether taking a helicopter ride from the resort’s helipad, diving into crystal clear waters from a privately chartered boat, exploring ancient sites and age-old artifacts, or taking the short journey to the private beach of Perivolos, Vedema guides guests through specially curated experiences.

THE FITNESS CENTER
The fully-equipped fitness center is available for guests wishing to maintain their workout routines during their vacation.

THE BEACH
A 10-minute drive from the resort, one finds Vedema’s private facilities at the black sand beach of Perivolos. Umbrellas and sunbeds are available for relaxing under the sun, while Mediterranean snacks, cooling beverages and signature cocktails are served until sundown.
The Mediterranean climate and Santorini’s rich volcanic soil have proved to be nourishing sources for local produce, which are used in preparing the refined dishes of Vedema’s restaurants, imparting unique tastes and distinctive aromas.

Pergola sits poolside and offers traditional Greek cuisine, Mediterranean barbecues and snacks, as well as striking views to the village and surrounding vineyards.

Alati, which means “salt” in Greek, has evolved from the 400-year-old winery cave, made from distinctive stone walls that grant the eatery an enchanting ambiance. Dining within the winery or on the terrace showcases the creative fish- and seafood-inspired menu, created by Vedema’s Executive Chef Melina Chomata, giving guests a refined taste adventure.

Privé Dining offers the option, with an advance booking, for guests to savor five- or seven-course degustation menus that highlight the myriad flavors of Santorini.

Canava Wine Bar is housed within the wine cellar and provides a fascinating atmospheric backdrop for exploring the world of wine. Canava is the local word describing the whole complex of the winery and its storage rooms that used to exist in the location of Vedema for 400 years.

The Pool Bar offers an abundance of refreshing beverages, signature cocktails, light snacks and relaxing moments by the resort’s pool.
Megalohori, 84700, Santorini, Greece

tel: +30 22860 81796
email: info@vedema.gr
website: www.vedema.gr
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